NEWSLETTER
GREEN LIGHT FOR POLICE FACILITY
Parking
To prevent employees and visitors of
the police facility from parking in the
neighbourhood, the BMA has decided to
deviate from the municipal parking norm
on Land Forum. This will allow for the
construction of a large parking garage
with a thousand spaces on site. The police themselves must prevent staff and
visitors from parking in the residential
area when the garage is full. According
to the municipality, P+R Meerhoven can
serve as an alternative at peak times.

Premature

Last month, the Board of Mayor and Aldermen (BMA) gave the green light fo
realise a police facility at Land Forum. As far as is known now, this will involve
about 1800 police staff from various departments, including the Mobile Unit, and
520 students from the Police Academy on a daily basis. A cell complex (for short
stays) and a training centre for students are also planned.
The decision was taken against the
advice of both the sounding group and
the Board of Residents’ Association
Meerhoven. Both had called on the BMA
to postpone the decision until the consequences for the neighbourhood had
been thoroughly examined and the input
of the neighbourhood had been seriously
included in the investigation. Residents
also called for this in large numbers. Nevertheless, the BMA has decided that the
facility will be built. The police threatened
to choose another city if the decision
was further delayed.

Oude Sliffertsestraat
Part of the decision is the relocation
of the Oude Sliffertsestraat. The police
want to be able to close off the area hermetically. That is why the BMA has decided to move the Oude Sliffertsestraat

to the outside of the terrain. Whether
the road will be moved to the west side
(parallel to the Nieuwe Sliffertsestraat) or
the east side (parallel to the N2 and the
canal), will be decided after the neighbourhood has been widely consulted,
according to the municipality.

Access and high-rise buildings
The BMA has also decided to open the
complex on the south side. An entrance
is planned at the current T-junction Graslook-Oude Sliffertsestraat. An emergency
exit for occasional use will be located in
the north. The BMA has also decided to
allow a ‘height accent’ with a maximum
height of 45 metres (comparable with
a building of approx. 15 floors) on the
south side of the site.

As is well known, the sounding group
and the Board of Residents’ Association
Meerhoven are in principle positive about
the arrival of a police facility as presented to the neighbourhood in late 2019
and early 2020. Since then, however,
the police have been making more and
more demands, including a doubling of
the number of police staff and students,
the ability to seal off the site hermetically
and the relocation of the Old Sliffertsestraat. The municipality’s great willingness to meet all the police’s demands
is in stark contrast to the way in which
the municipality has so far dealt with
residents’ input. The Board of Residents’
Association Meerhoven calls the decision of the municipality premature and is
considering legal action.

More information
For more information, please visit the
website meerhoven.nl/landforum. Members will receive updates on new developments by e-mail.

For Dutch:
www.meerhoven.nl/nieuwsbrieven
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A MARKET IN MEERHOVEN AFTER ALL?
People have been talking about it for
years: a market in Meerhoven. So far,
without result. But perhaps the new
vision of ‘itinerant trade in Eindhoven’
of the municipality of Eindhoven will
change that. Part of that vision are
flexible stands that make it easier to
respond to local needs in neighbourhoods like Meerhoven.

New set-up
Flexible stands are not entirely new.
The city already has stands, but
they are rented out per year to one
entrepreneur, usually food trucks. In
the new set-up, various locations will

soon be designated where entrepreneurs
can register for a day or part of the day.
Flight Forum and the Meerhoven Shopping Centre are among the locations
being considered.

Mini market
According to the municipality, this
flexibility meets the needs of stallholders
and customers. The stands are available
to all entrepreneurs. Traditional traders
such as traders in vegetables, fish, or
clothing, but also owners of food trucks
are allowed to offer their goods there. By
offering several stands at one location, a
kind of mini market is created.

Follow-up
The municipal council will discuss the
new set-up in September. Residents’
Association Meerhoven and shopkeepers will be involved in the plans.

BLUE-GREEN ALGAE IN PONDS
Last month, the De Dommel Water
Authority found blue-green algae in the
ponds of Park Meerland in Meerhoven.
The Water Authority recommends
avoiding water with blue-green algae.
Besides blue-green algae, there is also a
chance of botulism.

the floating globules are present on the
side, dogs can easily bite and swallow
them. This can be toxic and potentially
deadly, making it extra important to
watch dogs in this area. Do not allow
dogs to swim in this water.

High temperatures

The urgent advice is not to swim or fish
in the ponds. The municipality points out
that the ponds in Meerhoven are not an

Blue-green algae and botulism mainly
develop at higher temperatures in spring
and summer. Contact with surface
water containing blue-green algae may
cause skin irritation, such as itching and
redness. If people or animals ingest the
water via the mouth, it may cause gastrointestinal problems.

Dogs
Botulism is usually not dangerous for
humans, but dogs and other animals can
become ill from it. The observed form of
blue-green algae is an algae that lives on
the bottom, can let go, and floats. Since

Swimming

official swimming location. If you want
to swim safely in natural water, please
consult the site www.zwemwater.nl.

More information
The website www.dommel.nl/blauwalgen-botulisme contains an up-to-date
overview of locations with blue-green
algae or botulism and information about
the risks.
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SOCIAL CRICKET

large field is needed with a strip in the
middle, the so-called pitch. Since the
professional fields are rarely available
for amateur sport, the internationals
were looking for an alternative location
to play ‘social cricket’. The playing field
at Park Meerland proved to be the
most suitable.

Workshops

This summer, the municipality of Eindhoven will start a pilot project with the
construction of a cricket pitch on the
playing field of Park Meerland in Meerho-

ven. This at the request of many internationals in the neighbourhood.
Cricket is a popular sport among internationals in Meerhoven. For this sport, a

After consulting Residents’ Association
Meerhoven, the municipality decided
to install the pitch as a trial. The Board
is positive towards the initiative, as it
brings people of all nationalities closer
together, and the initiators want to
involve the entire neighbourhood in the
sport. For example, with workshops
for children and adults. During the
game, only part of the playing field
is needed. Therefore, the meadow
remains available for other activities.
For more information about the initiative, visit meerhoven.nl/socialcricket.

INDIAN STORE IN MEERRIJK
Offering authentic products from India to
the growing Indian community in Meerhoven and other enthusiasts. That is the
mission of Ajith, Karthik, and Pradeep
with their new store Dbanyan, in Shopping Centre Meerhoven.

Assortment
Herbs and spices, sweets and snacks,
ready meals, different kinds of rice, typical Indian seasonal fruits and vegetables
like okra and jack fruit, you will find it
all in Dbanyan. The owners do not only
focus on Indian customers. Pradeep:
“Indian cuisine is also popular among
several other nationalities. And of course,
passionate Dutch cooks can also come
to us. Now that it is summer, Kulfi, an
Indian ice cream, is a popular product.

Another popular item is the samaosa,
especially with our Dutch customers!”

Recipe cards
“There is a lot of demand for Indian
recipes or cookbooks. We are currently
developing recipe cards for our international and Dutch customers. The cards
will explain, in English and Dutch, an
Indian recipe step by step, with a clear
overview of everything you need and can
buy from us to make the dish. The recipe
cards will be available in shops from the
end of July.”

Opening hours
Dbanyan opened last month, and a webshop is under development. The store
is located at Meerwater 15 and is open

Monday to Friday from 2 pm to 7 pm and
on Saturday from 10 am to 7 pm.

SHORT NEWS
New Board member

Cycle a ‘Rondje Noordwest’

Toddler gym

This spring, the municipality of Eindhoven set out the ‘Rondje Noordwest’. This
17-kilometre cycle route takes you past
all kinds of interesting places. You will
come across special locations, such as
the Philips Fruittuin, De Herdgang (PSV),
and the De Wielewaal country estate
founded by the Philips family. The route
is signposted. There are also information
signs at the locations. Look for the route
at www.meerhoven.nl/fiets-een-rondjenoordwest.

Sportstuif Meerhoven now offers toddler
gymnastics for parents and their toddlers of 2 and 3 years old. Toddler gym
is an activity in which all kinds of basic
forms of movement are addressed, such
as rolling, tumbling, throwing, catching,
jumping, running, and balancing. These
basic forms, incorporated in a playful
musical exercise class, contribute to
self-confidence and the development of
gross and fine motor skills. In addition,
it is simply fun to play outside with other
children! The past few weeks, we have already seen many parents and their children moving outside every Wednesday at
9.30 and 10:30 am. There are still a few
lessons before the summer holidays. For
more info, visit www.samenbijsportstuif.
nl/peutergym-bij-sportstuif.

Waste collection
The Board of Residents’ Association
Meerhoven was recently expanded with
a new general board member: Hans
Vissers. “I retired last year and have been
living in Grasrijk for six years now. I have
always worked for the police. Before
retiring, I was responsible for the police
in Zeeland-West-Brabant and after that in
Rotterdam. Now that I have more time,
I find it fun and important to contribute
something to the quality of the living
environment in our beautiful neighbourhood. Last year, within the association, I
already started improving cardiac safety
in Meerhoven. We have now strengthened the AED network and established a
Heart Safety Meerhoven Committee. On
behalf of the Board, I am also active in
one of the committees of the Eindhoven
Airport Consultation Centre.

Due to construction work in Meerrijk,
Cure Afvalbeheer relocated several
waste containers in Meerhoven Shopping Centre last April. In 2023 the
containers will be in their final location.
However, some containers are now not
at a convenient location. After consulting
Residents’ Association Meerhoven, Cure
will move these containers. There will
also be signs that refer to other waste
containers to prevent residents from
placing waste next to the container. For
the locations, see meerhoven.nl/waste.

COLOPHON

BECOME A MEMBER!

This newsletter is a publication of
Residents’ Assocation Meerhoven.

Residents’ Association Meerhoven is
for all residents of Meerhoven. The
more members we have, the better we
can represent the neighbourhood. As a
member, you help decide which issues
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need attention and you support various
social activities. The membership costs
only 5 euros per household per year.
Not a member yet? Then register at
www.meerhoven.nl/membership.
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